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Infrastructure as Code 

and the Cloud Talent Crisis

No doubt about it. We are living in boom times for cloud computing. 

According to Fortune, the global cloud computing market is projected to grow from $480 million in 2022 to $1.7 trillion 
by 2029. 



As HashiCorp highlighted in their latest annual report, the three largest players in the market alone - AWS, Google 
Cloud and Azure - have seen steady growth in cloud revenues reaching $150B in 2022.



And the trend shows little sign of slowing. IDC predicts a 400% growth in cloud-native apps by 2025, and with it has 
come a deluge of new automation designed to make sure these massive investments pay off.



According to Tim Grieser, IDC’s Research Vice president, "The worldwide IT automation and configuration management 
software market achieved strong growth in 2021 as IT executives continued to invest in automation across 
infrastructure and operations and development teams. Private, hybrid, public, and multi cloud investments, when 
combined with automation investments, are driving higher ROIs and faster business outcomes."

$15B

CYI6A CCY7A CY18A CY19A CY20A CY21A TTM

$27B
$42B

$61B

$83B

$119B

$149B

Big 3 Cloud Revenue

1 Company filings from Amazon, Microsoft and Alphabet, latest TTM - Trailing Twelve Months

2 IDC - 750 Million New Logical Applications: More Background, IDC #US48441921, Dec 2021 In New Cloud-Native 
Apps by CY24

Explosive 
Cloud Growth

There is incredible demand for cloud based apps and 
the automation to make it run well. There is also another 
major hurdle for companies to overcome. 



As the already enormous demand for cloud 
infrastructure continues to expand, the need for skilled 
talent is causing a massive bottleneck for most 
companies.

The fact is there are simply not enough cloud engineers 
to serve the needs of companies and developers.



90% of leaders say they plan to expand their cloud 
environments and over 80% of IT leaders say a lack of 
the right talent is holding them back.
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Enter Infrastructure as Code

Practitioner Infrastructure 
as Code

Plan Apply

Image: Hashicorp

The Infrastructure as Code movement was popularized 
by companies like AWS CloudFormation, Red Hat Ansible, 
Chef, Puppet, SaltStack and HashiCorp Terraform, and 
embraced by the DevOps and CloudOps communities as 
a response to the time-consuming and onerous process 
of manually provisioning and maintaining cloud-based 
infrastructure.

The infrastructure as code movement promised major 
benefits for overworked CloudOps and Devops teams, 
such as boosted productivity through automation, more 
consistency in setup, less chance of human error, 
increased efficiency in the development process, and 
decreased costs.

IAC Effectiveness Limited by Scalability and Cost Issues

Unfortunately, as it turns out,using IAC still requires skilled 
cloud engineers to write the infrastructure as code and  
appropriate documentation - or else.

“IaC requires staff familiarity and 
competence, as well as a notable 
amount of resources -- especially 
time to create documentation -- but 
these requirements ensure that 
infrastructure code doesn't become a 
monster that wreaks havoc in the 
software-defined data center,”

said Brian Kirsch of TechTarget
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What is Intelligent Infrastructure as Code?

How it works Efficiently build and manage infrastructure in a consistent and secure, 
compliant manner with minimal expertise required across several roles.

Write new Terraform code 
or bring existing modules

Add AutoCloud guardrails 
alongside code

Publish consumable modules 
to AutoCloud IAC Catalog

Easily create pull request using 
preferred source control method

Rapidly create intelligent IAC with 
built-in tagging, compliance, budget, 
and other governance checks

Choose modules from 
AutoCloud IAC Catalog

Easily understands exact current 
state of all cloud workloads 
across providers

Gets notified only for the 
changes they care about

Can quickly take appropriate 
action based on insights 
provided by AutoCloud

TERRAFORM ARCHITECT

CLOUD ENGINEER

CLOUD ARCHITECT

Secure by design, self-governing, and cost-aware, Intelligent 
Infrastructure as Code was designed by AutoCloud to bring speed, 
security and consistency to cloud infrastructure production.

Unlike traditional infrastructure as code, it requires minimal expertise to implement and scales effortlessly across your 
teams. Because it requires no Terraform expertise, AutoCloud clients are able to create cloud infrastructure up to 10 
times faster than with traditional IAC methods.



AutoCloud’s Intelligent IAC provides a way to leverage all of the promises that terraform and infrastructure as code, but 
make it available for people that don't have any of the expertise or knowledge to make that possible.
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Common complaints about IAC limitations include the need for new staff to implement, the prevalence 
of configuration drift and replication of errors across the system that require massive rework to fix. 



And then there’s the challenge of managing IAC in more complex multi-cloud environments.

“So if you have that simple database, IAC might be really straightforward. But if you need to now have that database 
be part of a much larger system, well, that's more complicated,” says Kunovsky.



“There are many more connections and resulting security concerns that get opened up and you don’t really have any 
way to check to see if those are a problem. How do you know whether or not what you’ve built is going to cost an arm 
and a leg? Those are all added complexity, and then that multiplies greatly as you scale up in an organization," he said.



“If you’re one of the many teams building cloud apps with an organization using a fragmented 
set of tools, there's not just the expertise that’s required, but also the institutional knowledge of 
how those specific tool chains are set up for that particular organization, along with a variety of 
other kinds of operational concerns,” says Kunovsky.

“LIke the org chart, and individual responsibilities and how these things are set up for individual enterprises - the end 
user or someone who is writing an application or managing an app should not have to know about all that in order to 
do their job,” he says.

Day 1: Build

Day 2: Operate

All Changes Made Through IaC 

AutoCloud turns cloud resources into state machines to bridges 
the gap between “Day 1” & “Day 2” operational capabilities

Hook up your cloud accounts
AutoCloud ingests your multi-cloud 
resource configuration data

100% IaC Coverage
Use the configuration data to reverse 
Terraform your envrionments or supply 
your own TF modules

Initial “Golden” State
Enhance regular modules into 
“Intelligent” IaC with built-in cost, 
security and governance guardrails

Effortless CloudOps

Reports & 
Notifications

Diagrams & 
Asset Inventories

Change 
Tracking

GraphQI 
API

Institutional Knowledge Base
The IaC Catalog allows anyone to quickly and 
safely create repeatable workloads & 
platforms that are automatically tracked

Cloud Resources State Machines
Resource configuration data is 
enhanced with drift, cost, security, 
and compliance insights

That’s where the “Intelligent” part of intelligent IAC comes in. 



AutoCloud empowers teams with the ability to self-service 
and consume this without having to understand the 
underlying technology processes and tooling, and do it 
rapidly without having to hire a whole bunch of very 
expensive and hard-to-find cloud engineers. 



And because it contains rigorous guardrails meant to ensure 
absolute consistency, it helps eliminate costly errors, rework 
and repeated mistakes systemwide. 



It codifies cost, compliance and security so that less technical 
team members can build out enterprise-ready infrastructure 
that can withstand the most uncompromising compliance 
and security requirements of the world’s largest financial 
services firms. 



“You just push a button and it happens,” says Kunovsky. 



“That’s what we’re going for - rapidly accelerating the 
process by abstracting away all those organizational and 
technical details and allowing you to focus on building and 
operating world-class infrastructure,” he says. 
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How is Intelligent IAC Different 
from IAC or ClickOps?

Most cloud infrastructure is provisioned using ClickOps (embedded 
within your cloud provider) or infrastructure as code. Below is a 
description of how Intelligent IAC differs from both approaches. 

Scalability

Security

Compliance

Cloud Cost Control

Tracks Updates

Governance

Expertise Requirements

Risk of Use

Click Ops (i.e. the AWS, 
Azure, or GCP console

Easy to use, impossible to 
scale, with no repeatability

Not secure by default

Not Compliant by default

No cost controls, easy to burn 
spend

Easy to change, hard to track, 
unable to notify you or 
changes, is unaware of its 
own current state

Lacks governance

Is likely not well architected 
and hard to understand

Will lead to pain and suffering 
if used

Regular TerraForm (IAC)

Requires expertise to create 
and maintain, hard scale 
effectively and realize its full 
potential

Requires deep expertise to 
secure

Requires deep expertise and 
is hard to scale

Can add cost controls, but 
requires expertise

Unable to notify you of 
changes, is unaware of its 
own current state

Must have expertise to govern 
correctly, hard to scale 
governance

Requires deep TF and cloud 
expertise to architect and 
understand

Can be dangerous to use if 
expertise is lacking

Intelligent IAC

Can be created 10x faster 
than regular TF, is easy to use, 
simple to scale, and requires 
no TF experience

Secure by default with no 
expertise

Built in Policy as Code, no 
expertise required

Includes robust cost controls 
and budgets by default

Knows about its current state 
and “phones home” on any 
change

Has built in governance 
controls

Simple to understand, is well 
architected ahead of time 
and intelligent checks and 
balances

Actively de-risks its own 
usage
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Intelligent Infrastructure as Code:

Benefits and Sample Client Results

AutoCloud ROI Metrics* *Sample Client Results

Reduced Hours Per Sprint on 
Security and Compliance

Faster Cloud Deployments Reduction in Cloud Costs Savings from Cloud Tool 
Consolidation

Here are some of the sample results and benefits clients can get from 
AutoCloud Intelligent IAC.

Go to Cloud Faster
Embracing AutoCloud Intelligent IAC allows you to leapfrog ahead of 
competitors with faster deployment timelines. 

 due to reduced rework and reduced time 
spent on compliance issues.

Clients report up to 30% 
faster deployment times

Improve Team Productivity
30% of SRE/DevOps teams estimate that they lose more than one 
person-month in productivity per year fixing application issues. With 
built-in cloud asset change tracking and alerts, as well as guardrails built 
into IAC for cost and security, teams who use AutoCloud dramatically 
reduce rework due to errors, versioning issues and compliance/security 
issues. Clients report reducing up to 13 hours per sprint on security issues.

Improved Quality
AutoCloud’s Intelligent IAC empowers scalable, consistent 
infrastructure production. Reduce tech debt and do away with re-hiring 
expensive consultants to rebuild it all “later” with best practices. Clients 
report saving up to X hours per sprint on reduced errors or rework.

Reduced Cloud Costs
44% of executives surveyed said their company wastes at least one-third 
of cloud spend each year, and 50% say they struggle to manage cost 
due to lack of visibility. AutoCloud Intelligent IAC comes with built in cost 
policies, providing the ability to predict, control, and limit cloud costs to 
mission-critical applications, resulting in 

.
savings of up to 27% for some 

clients

Reduced Consulting Costs
Resource-constrained teams often rely on expensive cloud engineering 
consultants to help them to build reliable, secure, and cost-effective 
cloud infrastructure, but struggle to maintain the infrastructure when 
they leave.  by “insourcing” 
DevOps using AutoCloud’s Intelligent IAC offering without requiring 
extensive specialized cloud engineering expertise.

Reduce or avoid expensive consulting fees

Reduced Compliance Risk
12% of SRE/DevOps estimate that their organization has had to pay out 

 as a result of 
application issues in the last year. With built-in compliance as part of our 
Intelligent IAC offering, you’ll be able to avoid or reduce regulatory fines 
for non-compliant infrastructure.

at least $100K on legal compliance fees and fines

Reduced Security Risk
As of 2022,

, up from 9.05 million U.S. dollars in 
the previous year. Avoid brand-damaging security incidents due to 
undetected misconfigurations and minimize damage when incidents 
occur by isolating and securing your infrastructure via Blast Radius.

 the average cost of a data breach in the United States 
amounted to 9.44 million U.S. dollars

Improved Retention
The cost of turnover for DevOps professionals and cloud engineers 
ranges from  of that person’s first year salary. AutoCloud helps 
drive increased retention of top talent with a less stressful engineering 
environment and focus on innovative work instead of manual processes.

100-150%

Savings from DevOps App Consolidation
AutoCloud combines the functionality otherwise found in 6 different 
standalone applications with several pieces of functionality not found 
anywhere else. Some clients have seen software cost savings of $200k 
annually by working with AutoCloud.

Doing More with Less
For organizations that require the ability to rapidly scale their cloud-
based application development but may be experiencing a hiring freeze, 
budget crunch or find it difficult to recruit qualified cloud engineers at the 
appropriate salary, AutoCloud Intelligent IAC is often an attractive 
option. With the average salary of a cloud engineer of $180k+, AutoCloud 
can provide a cost-effective alternative.
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Get 
Started 

Explore the Potential of Intelligent Infrastructure as Code

Schedule a time to discuss your own custom demo of the AutoCloud Intelligent 
Infrastructure as Code platform.

autocloud.io hello@autocloud.io 813.541.5924

About AutoCloud

AutoCloud’s all-in-one Intelligent Infrastructure as Code (IaC) generation system and cloud insights platform 
allows customers to create and manage secure by design, self-governing, and cost-aware cloud workloads 
with little to no expertise. AutoCloud launched in 2019 with CloudGraph, an open source application which 
structures multi-environment, multi-cloud data into a standardized, type-safe format.



The company’s investors include Animo Ventures, Uncorrelated Ventures, B Capital Group and Moxxie 
Ventures. Learn more at: www.autocloud.io

https://animo.vc/
https://uncorrelated.com/
https://www.bcapgroup.com/
https://www.moxxie.vc/
https://www.moxxie.vc/
https://www.autocloud.io/

